
Corporate Photography
Services



Paparazzi Services
• Fun Themed Service
• Classic Paparazzi Style
• Unlimited Photos Taken of Your Guests
• Custom Website  Available For Image Downloads
• Professional Level DSLR Cameras and Dye Sublimation Printers
• Instant Branded Print Service Available

Our classic paparazzi add a touch of fun to your event, dressed as archetypal paps 
they snap your guests as they enter the event, then spend the night wandering 
around ‘papping’ people with candid shots. Unlimited images are available to 
download from the website after the event, and for a totally branded service we can 
design and register a corporate website in your companies colour scheme.

Paparazzi Instants

A new concept which is ideal for exhibitions and sales promotions are our new 
Paparazzi Instants service. Armed with battery powered mini dye sublimation 
printers,  our intrepid paps snap your guests or potential client, then print out a photo 
there and then. These can be inserted in custom sleeves with your sales message, 
logo etc, and our photographers can invite them to visit your stand, give out 
additional leaflets, the possibilities are endless.

Paparazzi Remotes

Another concept which lends itself to exhibition 
work is our remote shooters, these Paparazzi 
photographers are armed with wifi enabled 
DSLR cameras, after shooting an image it is 
transmitted to a base station on your stand 
where it is automatically printed out on one of 
our heavy duty (but compact) dye sub printers.

Your guests can then be handed a leaflet or card 
inviting them to pick up the print from your 
stand, this gives you an opportunity to add 
them as a lead in a fun friendly manner.

The technology can also be utilised to transmit 
the images to a flat screen monitor (or moni-
tors), these display a continuous slide show of 
the images taken, as more images are taken 
they are automatically added to the ongoing 
show, coupled with custom branded prints and 
strategically placed monitors around an event, 
these can provide an ongoing advertisement for 
your company.



Photo Booths
• Fully Automatic System
• Booth Can Be Branded To Your Specification
• Custom Branded Touch Control Screen In The Booth
• Fully Customisable Print Options
• Sophisticated Green Screen Theming System Available
• Laboratory Quality Prints In About 25 Seconds

One of our automatic photo booth systems can be used for corporate promotions and 
sales events. Guests can enter the booth in groups of upto 5 people (we also supply 
extended booths that can take upto 8), and using the touch control screen select 
either colour or black and white prints. Utilising a green screen special effect system 
we can also have the booth add your company logo to the background, or almost any 
other theme imaginable,. Say your launch theme is space based, why not have the 
guests pictured in front of the solar system, or amongst the stars.

Custom Prints

The prints from the booth can be totally customised in an unlimited number of ways, 
one large photo or 4 small ones no problem, company logo in the top corner with a 
sales message underneath, piece of cake. Female guests automatically pictured sat 



Photo Booth Options

External Display

We can supply an external 42inch monitor, or projec-
tor system with your photo booth, this would auto-
matically show a rolling slideshow of the pictures 
taken inside the booth, perfect to increase the fun as 
those waiting to enter can see what its all about.

Videobooth Facility

Any of our standard or extended booths can be 
supplied with a videobooth option, this is normally 
preset to allow 30 second video clips to be recorded, 
but this can be altered to suit your requirements.

Bluetooth Marketing System

All of our booths are fitted with bluetooth transmit-
ters, these can be programmed to invite guests into 
your booth, deliver sales literature, information, 
images etc.

Large Prints

If you need more room on the prints for your sales 
message or details, our booths can be provided with 
larger scale printers delivering upto 10x8 prints 
rather than the standard 6x4.

Facebook Integration

Our booths can be provided with facilities to auto-
matically upload the images to your facebook site.

42 Inch Display System



Green Screen
• Sophisticated System Capable Of Imaginative Uses
• Professional Quality Prints In Under A Minute
• Limitless Theming Possibilities
• Fully Customisable Prints For Any Event Or Promotion

Green Screening, or Chromakey to give it its proper title, is the method used by 
Hollywood special effects teams to allow actors to fly, dragons to appear with live 
actors and so on.

A picture, or series of pictures are taken of a subject stood in front of a green screen, 
the computer system then removes the green and replaces it with whatever your 
imagination allows, scenes from Hollywood films, the desert, under the sea, there 
really is no limit to what can be pictured. The system is even sophisticated enough 
to allow you to hide behind on screen images to add to the realism. 

We can supply a complete system including photographers, or for longer term use 
we can quickly train up members of your staff to operate everything.

Custom Prints

The prints from the green screen system can be totally customised in an unlimited 
number of ways, one large photo or 4 small ones no problem, company logo in the 
top corner with a sales message underneath, piece of cake. Female guests automat-
ically pictured sat next to Brad Pitt, already been done. However you would like to 
promote your product or business we can put together a print package to suit.



Green Screen Options

Green Screens

Green Screen backdrops are available in various sizes 
to suit any application, from a small 1 person system 
upto a 30ft set up perfect for group photography. 
Additionally we can supply special green screen paint 
which can be used when constructing something like 
an exhibition stand, we can then incorporate compact 
lighting into your stand or display and help create the 
perfect promotional system for you.

Green Screen Themes

There is no limit to what sort of background you can 
have superimposed on your green screen. From David 
Beckham, through to the Royal Family, under the sea, 
Jurassic Park the choice is yours.

Modern green screening allows quite sophisticated 
layered images to be built up, so not only can your 
guests be stood in the jungle, but they could also walk 
behind the elephant or foilage to create a far more 

Small 1 Person Green Screen

Example of 2 layer green screening, the guests on left can walk behind the flowers, 
the guests on theright can walk behind the bear


